Configuring formats and printing cryogenic barcode labels within Freezerworks lets you run your repository like a library. Freezerworks' efficiency, predictability, and auditability allow you to quickly locate, check-out, and pull samples. After testing, adjustments, or requisitions have been completed, samples are easily scanned and checked in.

Printing features in Freezerworks 2021:

- **Print Graphics** – Add your organization’s logo
- **Unlimited Variations** – Include any combination of patient, sample, and aliquot data
- **Accurate** – What you see on the screen is what you will see on the label
- **Browser-enabled** – Print preconfigured labels directly from your Freezerworks Web Client search results
- **Convenient** – Easily change between label formats to match varying vial conditions
- **Validated** – Each label format has been thoroughly tested to ensure precise printing
- **Streamlined** – Preprint labels for clinical trial kits and be prepared for the receipt and processing of samples

**Label Options for:**

- Low temperature and cryogenic storage (-20°C, -80°C, -190°C)
- Labels for slides, vials, and tubes of varying sizes
- Self-laminating labels for Frozen tubes

Call Freezerworks for your Barcoding needs!